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Past Experience
When past accidents are enquired into, some common cause
may be found which simple precautions will remove, while the
too frequent occurrence of accidents may indicate abnormalities
of the risk which render it uninsurable at ordinary rates.
SPECIAL RISKS
Advertising Signs
Many third party claims arise out of the use of adver-
tising signs of various kinds. Signs are often fixed and
then disregarded until they fall. Enquiry must therefore
be made as to their age, methods of fastening to walls, or other-
wise, by whom they were erected, by whom they are maintained,
by whom they are inspected and with what frequency. Many
traders exhibit signs which do not belong to them. In the event
of an accident ownership may determine liability, and should
receive comment.
Apart from the risk of signs falling, the methods of illumina-
tion may involve hazard. Electric signs frequently require high
voltages and the possibility of accidents to others having work
to perform on the face of the building to which they are attached
requires investigation. In particular, neon signs, apart from re-
quiring current up to 7,000 volts, involve the risk of accidents
caused by falling glass from their tubes and, in busy thorough-
fares, this risk may be considerable. Adequate maintenance by
skilled workmen is the principal requirement.
Lifting Machinery
Passenger lifts are normally the subject of specific policies,
but general third party policies usually extend to provide in-
demnity in respect of accidents through the use or hoists, cranes,
teagles and other plant essential to many kinds of work.
Accidents connected with the use of lifting machinery are fre-
quently serious, and it is essential that the risk be minimised, as
far as possible, by periodical inspection by competent persons.
Sometimes, particularly when a proposer retains his own engin-
eering staff, it is difficult to prevail upon him to incur the ex-
pense of independent inspections and, while no alternative can
be so satisfactory, inspections by the proposer's own staff may be
accepted, subject to records being made in a book kept for the
purpose. Such inspections, however, would not have the same
value as those by an independent party, in the event of a daim
in Court.

